
Not-so-random Encounters

3
reasons to use Random Encounters.

Not-so-Random Encounters is a 5th Edition
supplement for 3-7 characters of 7th-level
and is optimized for four characters with an
average party level (APL) of 5 or 8. This
document offers details for each level and
makes adjustments accordingly. This

supplements provides a dozen random encounters for any
journey into the untamed frontier.

Random encounters can be a great way to challenge the
party in interesting ways, but they can also have the effect
of slowing down the pace of a session, so use them at your
own discretion. Here are three reasons I use them.

1. Characters can go nova. Often, random encounters
take place during travel that the players will have a long
rest at the end of. This means that characters can try
out their newest ability, flex their arcane muscles or
test out a tactic to use later.

2. They should not be random. Obviously it goes
against the name, but these encounters shouldn't be
random, at least not to the DM. I always have two or
three "random" encounters planned to give myself
breathing room when the players decide to do
something off script.

3. They make your world feel alive. These encounters
allow you to illustrate that the choices the characters
make have consequences, or that the events going on
around the characters are bigger than them. Storm
King's Thunder does this really well, making sure that
the world keeps moving around the party and their
central narrative.

Wilderness Encounters
The frontier is home to many creatures, including beasts
and other monsters. Each time the characters move from
one location to another, you can check for random
encounters by rolling a d20. On a roll of 16-20, an
encounter takes place. Conversely, if the players seem
restless, you can decide that an encounter occurs. Roll
1d12 and consult the Wilderness Encounters table to
determine what the party meets.

Wilderness Encounters
d12 Encounter

1 Lob Glob Lobs
2 Frozen Gulch
3 Ol' Snaptooth
4 A Dastardly of Manticore
5 A Message to Martha
6 Retreating Refugees
7 Maternal Instinct
8 Goblin-Made Trap
9 Hungry Halfwits

10 Uncanny Undead
11 Hob-Gob Ambush
12 Sisters Lode Trading Company
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Lob Glob Lobs

Encounter. The giant Lob Glob, has found a good pile of
rocks near to the road and has stopped to throw them.
Lob Glob will not attack, except to defend himself.

The nature of the creature are detailed on the table
below.

Adventure Level Encounter
5th Lob Glob is an ettin
8th Lob Glob is a stone giant

Development. Lob Glob has no interest in what’s
happening amongst the “small folk” but thoroughly enjoys
rockthrowing. If a character can best Lob Glob at least two
out of three times in a throwing contest, Lob Glob will
allow the characters to pass without a fight. This contest
takes the form of three Strength (Athletics) checks
contested by Lob Glob’s own checks. Lob Glob will use
boulders the size of a small creature, but will allow the
character to use rocks the size of their fist. If Lob Glob
detects the characters attempting to cheat they
immediately forfeit.

Frozen Gulch

The mould feeds on warmth, and the temperature within
30 feet of it is always frigid. Noticing the change in
temperature requires a passive Wisdom (Perception) score
of at least 14, reducing by 1 for every 5 feet moved closer.

When a character moves to within 5 feet of the mould
for the first time on a turn or starts its turn there, it must
make a DC 12 Constitution saving throw, taking 22 (4d10)
cold damage on a failed save, or half as much damage on
a successful one.

Brown mold is immune to fire, and any source of fire
brought within 5 feet of a patch causes it to instantly
expand outward in the direction of the fire, covering a 10-
foot-square area (with the source of the fire at the center
of that area). A patch of brown mold exposed to an effect
that deals cold damage is instantly destroyed.

Climbing along either side of the gorge requires a
successful DC 14 Strength (Athletics) check.

Development. This is the perfect place for an ambush,
if the characters decide to scale the walls, why not attack
them?

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ol' Snaptooth

Encounter. A drake attacks the party, seeking its next
meal. The nature of the creature are detailed on the table
below.

Adventure
Level Encounter

5th The drake is a wyvern

8th The drake is a wyvern which has 179 hp and
its Stinger attack is replaced by Poison Spray

Poison Spray (Recharge 5-6). The wyvern exhales
poisonous gas in a 30‐foot cone. Each creature in that area
must make a DC 14 Constitution saving throw, taking 42
(7d6) poison damage on a failed save, or half as much
damage on a successful one.

 

A Dastardly of Manticore

Encounter. A group of manticore fly in formation,
hunting for easy prey. They will attack from range,
targeting the weakest looking party member.

The nature of the creature are detailed on the table
below.

Adventure
Level Encounter

5th The group is has two manticores

8th The group is has three manticores, one of
which has 104 hp

Development. If a character is reduced to 0 hit points,
the manticore will attempt to snatch them up and retreat
with their meal.

Just off the road ahead a massive humanoid stands
contemplating a pile of rocks, some are the size of
an apple, while others are huge boulders.

The path leads into a naturally formed gorge, the
walls of which are thirty foot high and the gap
between walls is ten foot across. After a mile or so,
a thirty-foot patch of brown mould carpets the
gorge floor, completely covering the muddy path.

The one and only warning you receive is an ear-
piercing shriek from above. In the sky, a massive
brown drake tucks its wings and shoots towards
you.

Shrieking out of the sky a massive leonine monster
streaks towards you. Its claws reach for you, there
is no question this beast means you arm.
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A Message to Martha

Encounter. Laver Brightshine (CN halfling male ghost)
was once a soldier, but was murdered by his friend
Brastus Fogheart (CN halfling male thug). Laver seeks only
to return to his lost love Martha Greenfeet (LG halfling
female commoner). Seeing the characters, Laver believes
he has found the perfect opportunity and attempts to take
Possession of one of them.

Failing will drive Laver into a rage and he will attack,
using Possession whenever it recharges.

Development. If Laver succeeds he will pretend to be
the character and travel with them. Martha's home is
along the same path the party is taking. Twenty years have
passed since Laver was killed, however, and she is now
married to Brastus. Learning this will drive Laver into
another rage and he will attempt to murder the couple.

Retreating Refugees

Encounter. Hoping to escape the current troubles, a
group of fifteen commoners block the path. Their
animals slain, they have had to pull their wagons by hand.
They are exhausted and will not reach the safety of the
nearest settlement without help.

Development. If the characters choose to help it costs
them time, having to backtrack to the nearest safe haven.
The commoners will however, reward them for thier aid.
The nature of the rewards are detailed on the table below.

Adventure
Level Encounter

5th The leader gives them Stalker, a family
heirloom and +1 short sword

8th An elder gives them a horn of blasting

Maternal Instinct

Encounter. This owlbear has with her a den of cubs.
When the characters come upon them, the mother will
attack immediately, trying to keep herself between her
young and the characters. The first time one of her young
dies the owlbear will strike out in rage and use her
reaction to make one claw attack against a character if she
is able.

The nature of the creature are detailed on the table
below.

Adventure
Level Encounter

5th The owlbear mother has three cubs (use the
boar stat block)

8th The owlbear mother has three cubs (use the
black bear stat block)

Development. If a characters retreat, the owlbear will
not follow, but instead will lead her cubs back to their den.

A mound of lose rocks shifts as the earth shudders
and gapes open beneath your feet. You find
yourself falling amid the roar of collapsing masonry
and rushing water. Muck fills the air and sunlight
disappears as the darkness swallows you.

In the dank, dark space, the only light source
radiates from a strange, ethereal humanoid that
floats nearby. Reaching its hands out towards you,
it utters a single word, "Help."

A murmur of frightened voices argue nearby as you
round a bend and find a large group of
commonfolk dragging two wagons off the road.

Seeing you, a half-dozen raise pitchforks, ancient
spears and whatever other makeshift weapons that
have, "Stay back!" the shout.

A strange huffing and shrieking can be heard in the
distance. Further along the path you find a sloth of
owlbears, a mother and her cubs. The cubs are
barrelling into one another in play, while the
mother keeps watch. As cute as the scene is, you
know the owlbear hide is worth its weight in gold.
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Goblin-made Trap
A tribe of goblins resides nearby. The goblins have laid
traps on the pathways. Made of simple materials,
however, they are all but useless against the larger
creatures. There is a 25% chance that the characters find
only the remains of a trap, torn into pieces.

Trap: Poisoned Spikes. These simple traps, made by
bending branches and concealing poison-tipped spikes,
are better used against beasts than intelligent beings, but
they are all the goblins have. A successful DC 14 Wisdom
(Survival) check will reveal that they are goblin-made.

These traps are triggered by stepping through a tripwire
made of spider silk. Noticing one of these wires requires a
passive Wisdom (Perception) score of at least 14. Once
noticed, they can be easily avoided or disarmed with a
successful DC 12 Dexterity check with proficiency in
thieve’s tools.

Once triggered, the spiked branch whips towards the
creature that triggered it. This creature must succeed on a
saving throw to dodge. On a failed save, the creature takes
all damage, taking only half damage on a success.

The nature of the trap's save and damage are detailed
on the table below.

Adventure
Level Save Damage

5th DC 13
Dexterity

2 (1d4) piercing damage and 7
(2d6) poison damage.

8th DC 15
Constitution

2 (1d4) piercing damage and 24
(7d6) poison damage.

Development. If a character disarms the trap by more
than five they can remove enough of the poison to coat a
weapon for one attack.

Hungry Halfwits

Encounter. Given the recent troubles, Brog and Kikog,
two brutish giants have been unable to find food and have
been forced to attempt ambushing travellers on the road.
The dim-witted thugs have concocted what they believe to
be a masterful ruse to fool prey into coming within easy
reach.

While Kikog attempts, and likely fails to hide behind a
large bush, Brog roleplays being injured by sitting on the
ground and groaning in pain. If their gambit fails the giants
attack and, in their hunger, will fight to the death.

Roll Kikog's Dexterity (Stealth) check at disadvantage,
unless Brog's Charisma (Performance) check succeeds.

The nature of the creatures are detailed on the table
below.

Adventure Level Encounter

5th Brog and Kikog are ogres each with 
91 hp.

8th Brog and Kikog are hill giants.

Development. If a character is reduced to 0 hit points,
a giant will attempt to snatch them up and retreat with
their meal.

Uncanny Undead

Encounter. Ten undead have the party surrounded and
they have come to kill, plain and simple.

The nature of the creatures are detailed on the table
below.

Adventure
Level Encounter

5th Two of the undead are ghouls, while the rest
are zombies.

8th Two of the undead are ghasts, two more are
ghouls, and the rest are zombies.

Development. These undead were a troupe of
entertainers, murdered and transformed by a nearby
necromancer.

On the path ahead a bizarre tableau unfolds. A
gigantic humanoid rolls about on the muddy
ground, holding it legs and wailing in pain.

Your first warning of trouble is the shuffling of
many feet, quickly followed by a dull and lifeless
groaning. That, however, is all the warning you get
before droves of the undead spill onto the path,
each of them dressed in the bright clothing of
minstrels.

Worse still, you're surrounded!
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Hob-Gob Ambush
This encounter is an ambush, so make one Dexterity
(Stealth) check for all of the goblinoids and compare the
total to the to characters' passive Wisdom (Perception)
scores. A character whose score is lower than the goblins'
total is surprised. If any of the party is surprised, read or
paraphrase the following:

If, however, none of the party is surprised, read or
paraphrase this instead:

Encounter. A squad of goblinoids, led by a cunning and
dangerous leader, Brok'ug'Nar have set up this ambush to
catch merchants, travellers and pilgrims. Brok has planned
her ambush well and a 10-foot wide and 10 foot deep pit
trap has been dug across the road. If a character was
surprised they must succeed on a DC 15 Dexterity save or
fall into the pit taking 3 (1d6) bludgeoning damage and
falling prone.

Even if no characters were surprised, the pit remains on
the path. Recognising the trap requires a passive Widsom
(Perception) score of 16.

The nature of the goblinoids are detailed on the table
below.

Adventure
Level Encounter

1st There are three goblins, one of them is
Brok'ug'Nar who has 12 hp

5th There are six hobgoblins, Brok'ug'Nar is a
bugbear

8th There are seven bugbears, one of them is
Brok'ug'Nar who has 45 hp

Development. If Brok'ug'Nar is killed, the other
goblinoids lose heart and retreat.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sisters Lode Trading Company
Encounter. The oldest sister, Jotmohulda Loderr (CG
female dwarf mage), is one third of the Sisters Lode
Trading Company. Jotmohulda has access to the Sisters
Loderr magical cupboard that she shares with her sisters.
Jotmohulda does not carry any magical items upon her
person, instead the cupboard gives all three sisters access
to a combined stock of magical goods that are for sale.

Development. If the characters wish to do business
you can use the Sisters Loderr supplement from the
Factions, NPCs and Special Locations page of my website:
Ninetoes82 to conduct business.

The road's tedium has lulled you into a level of
boredom normally reserved for history lectures.

As the ground beneath you starts to give
however, you realise your foolishness all too late.
You've been ambushed!

Despite the tedium of travel, your senses remain
alert. So when your hear the crisp rustle of leaves
nearby, you recognise its significance.

You are about to be ambushed!

Credits
Story and Mechanics: Ninetoes82

Illustrations: Axebane Games, Hare Krishna
and Monster Portal

https://ninetoes82.com/factions-and-guilds/?preview_id=442&preview_nonce=90903fb1ca&preview=true
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